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Prologue

ART HISTORY AND THE LANGUAGE OF STONE

8 | THE UNFINISHED

ny object worked in stone is a document that, correctly
understood, describes its own manufacture; it is at least
partially legible without speciic knowledge of the tradition that
created it. his is especially true of uninished works though,
to a lesser degree, it is also true of inished works. A piece of worked
stone has a language inscribed on its surface that can be read by those
who have learned the signs. For a stone carver this is a truism; for most of
us, it is a fact that needs constant reiteration. It is hoped that the various
chapters of this book, devoted in one way or another to stones, stone
monuments, stone carving techniques, and to interpreting the marks let
by stone carving tools, especially on works where the inal ‘inish’ has not
obliterated such marks, will facilitate the reading of this language of stone.
In pre-modern South Asia, historians and men of leters, priests,
monks and nuns were not particularly interested in the process by which
an architectural or sculptural work was created. We do not have the
equivalent of the twelth-century friar Vincent of Beauvais who provided
detailed information on the building of the Beauvais cathedral, nor of a
sixteenth-century Vasari or Cellini whose writings on the stones and tools
used by individual Renaissance artists is such a valuable resource for the
study of their works. he British in nineteenth-century India were the irst
to study the ancient monuments of the subcontinent. Regardless of their
motive, which may have been based on the adage ‘to know is to control,’
their process of documentation gave Indian monuments a status as objects
worthy of investigation. In issues of the journals they started, such as
Art and Industry, they frequently also documented existing processes of
working in a range of material including metals, textiles, and wood. In more
recent years, important work on the creation of works of art have come
from both religious historians and anthropologists; their focus is, however,
quite naturally singular and distinct from the concerns of art historians.
hough the discipline of art history has a relatively recent history in
India, today it draws upon a range of sister disciplines. Historical archives
yield information on the economics of art and patronage, and the exchange
of gits. Religious trends expressed in sacred and secular literature that is
contemporaneous with an artistic monument, aid in an understanding of
sacred monuments, which comprise the bulk of surviving pre-iteenth
century structures. An appreciation of the social and political milieu
within which a structure was commissioned is part of all art historical
study and, whenever possible, an anthropological perspective is also
employed. Present day practices also help towards an understanding
of ancient monuments. he silpasastras, ancient texts on architecture,
sculpture, and iconography, probably compiled ater structures were built
rather than serving as formulae for their construction have, on occasion,
been consulted. A handful of scholars have focused on tracing the status
and position of the artists constructing monuments in pre-modern India,
largely through an analysis of inscriptions that occasionally provide the
names of artists. Scholars dealing with the art of manuscript painting have
been the irst to focus on process and technique, issues of deep interest
to us by examining the paper, brushes and colours used by the artists.
he most recent trend in painting studies has been to rescue manuscript

painters from anonymity and provide them with names, even if that name
is only ‘Master of such-and-such a manuscript’. his book aims to add one
more perspective that art historians might ind useful for studying any
artistic complex cut from stone – the impact on style and duration of work
of the variety of stone used for the monument, the nature of the carving
tools employed and their manner of usage and the makeup of the teams
of cratsmen involved in the construction or excavation of a monument.
We hope that our exploration of these and related issues will provide an
additional perspective that will prove relevant to art historians.
In order to appreciate the language of stone, it is useful to commence
this work with a consideration of four basic laws of stone methodology that
form the foundation for the processes of stone-carving.1 First, the nature
of stone-carving always involves taking material away from the original
mass; while this is obvious, its consequences are not necessarily evident.
It means that most method and process in stone-working is subtractive.
Subtractive thinking requires the worker or planner always to bear in mind
that once any part of the original mass is taken of, it cannot be put back.
his in turn means that careful planning is necessary. Additions of small
pieces of stone to the built mass or block have sometimes been made in
order to cover mistakes, as for instance when a small piece of stone was
added to a column capital at the temple of Vespasian in Rome to make
the inished column of the same height as others in the row;2 but litle
evidence of this exists in south Asia. he second law of stone-working is
that the nature of the stone always has an inluence on the inished project.
he diferences in the hardness of various stones are so important that they
are oten expressed in terms of pricing. In the United States, for instance, a
piece of work that might cost $1000 in limestone will double to $2000 in
marble, and increase to $3000 in granite; this pricing strategy is based on
the hardness of the stone, which directly inluences the time taken to carve
it, and not on the actual cost of the material. his is a factor of import to be
borne in mind when studying the many granite monuments of south India.
he third law of stone methodology is that the material available for tools,
and the variety of such tools, is a major factor in the methods and processes
of stone-carving. However, stonework on the Indian subcontinent, where
the barest minimum of diferentiated tools was developed, cautions us
against exaggerating the importance of this feature. he fourth law, the law
of simple sequence, is an observation that applies almost universally to the
processes of stone-working: stone is worked by a series of simple small steps.
Each step in working stone is a small change from its predecessor. Making
a big change by a sequence of small changes is in fact one of the most
reliable ways of controlling that change. Certain uninished sculptures in
our study present us with the entire range of steps towards the creation of
a inished product.
Rock-cuting, or the process of creating monuments from living rock,
which was popular on the subcontinent for over a millennium, requires us to
bear in mind several major technical constraints. he irst is one of site-ing,
or of deciding upon the section of a hillside, preferably with an area of level
rock in front, where the monument should be excavated or carved. Related
to this is the quality of the stone since it is diicult to be sure of the extent

of a bed of good stone before the preliminary cuting commences. A third
limitation relates to time. A structure that is made entirely by carving from a
mountainside cannot be organized so that the work is carried out by teams
working at the same time in the way that can be done with a constructed
building. If the shrine must be entered from the hall in front, the shrine
simply cannot be commenced until the hall has been carved because there
is no access to it. A fourth issuein rock-cutingis the sheer amount of stone
that must be taken away. While the transport of quarried blocks to the site
of constructed monuments is generally factored into the time and cost of
a structure, the problem of the removal from rock-cut monuments of vast
quantities of rock waste in the form of blocks and chips is largely overlooked.
Two further technical problems exist. Firstly, spaces must be seen from the
inside out. Since most methods of controlling a construction process are
based on being able to measure from the ground up, carving out a space into
a mass of rock creates the problem of where you measure from, and how
you measure. Finally, a more immediate problem for the carvers in rock-cut
work is the necessity of working in cramped spaces, oten in uncomfortable
positions. A ceiling, for instance, can only be carved by working over one’s
head with hammer and chisel.3 he extraordinarily accomplished rock-cut
carving, found in such abundance in India, leaves one with deep respect for
the stone carvers’ technical abilities.
he sheer number of uninished stone monuments in India is
staggering and examples appear at some of India’s most famous and wellstudied sites that include rock-cut Ellora, Ajanta, and Mamallapuram.
Uninished work also appears on built temples celebrated for the intricacy
of their sculpted decoration, such as those in Hoysala kingdom or in
Orissa. In other words, most of the sites we examine in these chapters
are featured in standard surveys of India’s art. he very fact that readers of
such surveys have not been alerted to the extent of the uninished reveals
how easy it is for our eyes to gloss over the incomplete and focus on the
magniicence of the inished portions. Our intention here is by no means
to provide an overall coverage of India’s uninished work. Rather, we have
elected to address a range of issues related to stone-carving by examining
a select number of monuments at speciic sites. If temples and caves
reappear from one chapter to the next, it is because we made the calculated
choice not to go the standard and valid route of examining each site in its
entirety. Rather we chose to focus on speciic issues of consequence in
the context of uninished work, because we believe such issues gain added
weight and signiicance through discovery of their repetitive occurrence
at site ater site. We trust that readers interested primarily in individual
sites will ind the Index a useful tool to pursue their objectives.
We found it a useful tool to commence our study with a classiication
of uninished work into two basic categories, that of unusable uninished
monuments versus usable uninished monuments. To clarify what might
seem a vague distinction we would cite the diference between a cave with
an incomplete shrine and an uncut loor, and a cave with a completed
shrine but only partially carved decorative details; the former is unusable,
while the later is usable for worship even though not fully inished.
Each of these two groups has a sub-category: ‘barely begun’ within the
10 | THE UNFINISHED

Photographing uninished work at Mamallapuram.

unusable variety, and ‘almost inished’ within the usable category. Once
readers are atuned to these divisions, which we elaborate upon in chapter
2, we trust they will ind it an exciting challenge to look closely at what
is actually present and what is absent, at what is complete as against that
which is incomplete.
he ‘why’ of uninished work is an intriguing question to which there
is no one single answer; the explanation varies from one site to the next
and, in fact, from one section of a monument to another. hus far, the
focus has been on uncovering the speciic historical circumstances that
led to incomplete work at one site or another (Ajanta and Mamallapuram
are prime examples); this involved probing into the decline in the
fortunes of individual patrons, which led to a withdrawal of funding and,
in turn, to abandoning a monument. Our study of a range of uninished
work, both rock-cut and structural, has led us to come up with two major
interpretations that emerge from two distinctly diferent methodological
positions. Our irst explanation is the existence of a ‘lexible concept of
inished work,’ in which completion meant the readiness of a shrine for
consecration and use, rather than the perfection of every structural or
sculptural detail. Such lexibility was perhaps embedded in sacred notions
of impermanence and imperfection, and was hence readily acceptable to
patrons, architects/foremen, sculptors, clergy and lay-people alike. It is
intriguing to note that none of these various stakeholders came forward
to complete pillars or images, to remove chisel marks, or provide clear

framing devices for sculpted panels, even though such monuments
remained in use as places of worship for several hundred years thereater.
While the original intention was undoubtedly to complete the shrine
in every way, the inal decision on uninished work may be viewed as
an intentional, perhaps collaborative choice, rather than an accident
or a failure to successfully complete a commission. It also urges us
to reconsider what exactly was considered to constitute an adequate
sacred space.4 Our second explanation for the widespread occurrence of
uninished work emerges from the exigencies of the process of a certain
mode of construction. When decorative sculpture, whether architectural
or igural, is carved along the building blocks of a monument prior to
construction, as against being applied to the surface of blocks already in
position, the issue of ‘the rhythm of construction’ comes into play. his
rhythm demands that the supervising architect, constrained to meet a
deadline for the consecration and hence completion of the shrine, must
of necessity put such building blocks in place at the appropriate time,
whether or not their decorative carving is complete. Only thus could a
monument rise upwards to receive its crowning stone whose placement
signaled its readiness for use. he rhythm of construction thus helps
explain uninished work on an entire category of built monuments.
At the heart of this book are the many varieties of uninished stone
carving that merit close observation to see what is there and what is not,
and to appreciate that all the inished work we so admire has been through
these various stages of being uninishedbefore reaching completion.
Without uninished work, we would be making assumptions on process
and technique in carving; with uninished work, we are presented with
the various stages in the process. It is helpful to think of the structure
of this book as petals of a full-blown lotus that emerge from the central
pool of the uninished. One group of petals labeled Part One considers
issues pertaining to the art historical interpretation of uninished work
and consists of ive chapters; the second group of petals labeled Part Two
focuses on process and technique and contains eight chapters. One might
proitably visualize the chapters of these two parts as petals radiating from
the central core of uninished carvings, each asking diferent questions
of that material; while the petals are related one to the other, the issues
they contemplate do not necessarily arise from adjoining petals but are
motivated by the central core. Chapter 1 of the interpretive semi-circle
addresses the question ‘Why study the Uninished?’ while chapter 2
examines the various categories of uninished stonework and analyses
the site of Mamallapuram based on this perspective. Chapter 3 details
our argument regarding the existence of a lexible approach to inish that
we highlighted above. he last two chapters of Part One focus largely on
inscriptional material. Chapter 4 discusses dedicatory inscriptions in
incomplete caves and monoliths that indicate that patrons inscribed their
gits soon ater work started rather than on completion of the monument.
Chapter 5 focuses on sculptors’ names, oten inscribed upside down or
sideways, and questions whether these were added as a mater of accountkeeping; it concludes with a brief look at the partly-carved blocks of stone
in the Bhojpur quarry, several of which carry inscribed names.

he petals of Part Two on Process and Technique commence with
chapter 6 that is pivotal to all that follows, and is devoted to the varieties of
stone used by Indian carvers, to tool usage and to teams of carvers. It then
divides into two groups, of which the irst consists of three chapters that
deal with rock-cut monuments, and the second comprises four chapters
that deal with constructed monuments. Chapter 7 focuses on the cuting
of Buddhist chaitya halls, demonstrating that uninished examples point
to at least three diferent ways to cut into a hillside to execute a structure
with the same basic plan and elevation. Chapter 8 examines the carving
of granite monolithic shrines in south India, while chapter 9 explores
the manner in which rock-cut igural imagery was sculpted. he second
group shits the focus to ‘built’ monuments, commencing with chapter
10’s examination of process in carving deities from separate slabs of stone
for insertion into the walls of the Sangameshvara temple in the Deccan,
where every one of the twelve deity slabs is let incomplete. Chapter
11 addresses the crucial but hitherto ignored issue of ‘the rhythm of
construction’. It examines incomplete work along the richly sculpted
friezes of the Hoysala temples, calling atention to the fact that these are
carved against the building blocks that constitute the temple walls so
that, inished or not, they had to be put in place to enable construction
to proceed. It points out that similar demand for timely placement
resulted in the blocks lanking the niche sculptures on the Great Temple
at hanjavur remaining incomplete. Chapter 12 focuses on two temples
in Bhubaneshvar, one carved entirely in situ while the other, like many
monuments in India, uses a mixed mode of construction. Chapter 13
considers the unusual varieties of schist construction that coexisted in
the Swat valley of Pakistan. he Epilogue, inspired by close looking at
uninished and inished monuments, by examining preliminary grids
and chisel marks, and considering teams and technique, returns to the
site of Mamallapuram to identify the hand of a talented sculptor whom
we designate ‘he Animal Master of Mamallapuram’. An appendix by
archaeogeologist Randall Law, who visited many of the sites discussed in
this book, aids in a further understanding of the nature of stone and the
variations that exist within any one single type of stone.
his collaborative project between an art historian immersed in the
study of the artistic heritage of India and a specialist in stone carving and
stone conservation has been an exciting adventure in partnership and
cooperation. It has been instructive and enlightening for both scholars
who learned a great deal from each other, and even more from the
monuments they examined. Dehejia, for instance, learned to carve stone
and understand tool marks, while Rockwell found himself immersed in
the cultural history of the subcontinent. Both were passionately interested
in the uninished material at an entire range of sites, but approached it
from slightly diferent directions that relected their personal expertise;
it is our hope that our joint perspective will be of interest to the readers
of this volume. More than anything else, our ield research demonstrated
the amazing skill of the stone carvers of pre-modern India whose ability
to work with a limited set of tools, adapting the manner of their use to suit
varying stones and diverse objectives, is truly remarkable.
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